Abstract. An algorithm and code for the determination of the factorized atomic part of the absorption cross-section from experimental spectra in the XANES region were generated and tested on Al and Si K-edge XANES in reference compounds and applied to zeolite Beta with various Si/Al ratios. However, replacement of the theoretically determined background with the experimental absorption cross-section significantly improved the agreement with experiment. The spectral analysis showed that the XANES region can be used to extract detailed structural information when the Muffintin approximation can be avoided. Asymmetry in the silicon oxide tetrahedron was observed when increasing the aluminum content of the zeolite.
INTRODUCTION
To determine the relation between performance and structures in heterogeneous catalysts, detailed structural information of the local atomic environment and its evolution during pretreatment and during a catalytic reaction must be available. Such data can be obtained via newly developed experimental techniques based on in-situ measurements. One of the most effective techniques is X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), which is element-specific and can be applied under extreme conditions. Often data are limited to a short energy range, because of overlapping edges or because of the time-resolution. XANES is sensitive to the three-dimensional structure of the absorbing atom and methods to quantitatively extract this structural information from a short data-range are desirable. The main sources of significant complication of a FTanalysis when going from an extended to a short kinterval are: i) difficulties in the background removal in the energy region of the XANES features; ii) broadening of the first shell FT-peak, which can overlap with the contributions of the middle-range order (MRO) single-scattering and multiple-scattering (MS) terms. The effects of the MRO and MS terms in amorphous and disordered materials on the accuracy of interatomic distances and coordination numbers, as well as on the resolution of distances by short k-ranges were studied in [1] . In this paper, the description and test of an algorithm and generated code for atomic background removal in the XANES region is presented based on the proposals in [2] . These are built on the extraction of the factorized atomic part σ at (k) from the experimental absorption cross-section σ exper (k). The function σ at (k) is obtained from Si K-XANES spectra of zeolite Beta with Si/Al=100 and used as atomic background σ at (k) in FEFF8 calculations. This approach provided insight into the origin of the spectral differences in spectra of zeolites with different Si/Al ratios.
AT LOW K-VALUES
Ab initio calculations and the FT-analysis of XANES require an accurate knowledge of the factorized atomic part σ at (k) of the absorption crosssection σ(k) which can be written as [3] :
where k = (0.2625(E-E MT ))
, E MT is a constant interstitial potential (MT-zero), and χ(k) contains structural information of the absorbing atom's local structure. In our approach, the E MT value is provided by Hartree-Fock (HF) MT-potential [4] and is used for the direct calculations of spectra and for the FT ) k ( σ at analysis. In the XANES region, ab initio calculations of σ at (k) are unreliable, because of the photoelectron intrinsic losses and inaccuracies in a MTapproximation. Therefore, in the developed approach σ at (k) is extracted from the σ exper (k) using the criterion function with a set of parameters A, B, C, D, α, β, δ, k * to be determined:
The number of independent parameters in (2) can be decreased using the continuity conditions at the boundary k * , considered as an adjustable parameter also. The parameters in (2) are determined via the fit performed to meet the two following criteria: 1) Coincidence of the Fourier-transformations of functions σ exper (k) and σ at (k) at low R-region (≤ 0.7 Å). The FT-analysis of the theoretical functions, which is simulated by the normal σ at (k) and χ(k), shows that this criterion proposed for EXAFS [5] is also valid for the short XANES k-intervals, because the contribution of the structure of the sample (term σ at (k)χ(k) in (1)) in the considered R-range is <5% of the FT-peaks magnitude in FT resulting function F(R) for σ at (k);
2) Coincidence of the convolutions of functions σ exper (k) and σ at (k) with the Lorentzian broadening function assuming a large value of its energy width (~ 30 eV) to suppress χ(k) oscillations in the experimental spectrum [2] .
The validation of the algorithm and its accuracy were tested by applying the corresponding code to theoretical functions σ model (k) simulated using σ at (k) and χ model (k). The comparison of the used σ at (k) with the result of its extraction from σ model (k) by the code shows small divergences at low k-values: k < 1.5-2.0 Å -1 . However, this such low k-values are usually excluded from the FT analysis by choosing the lower boundary k min at energies above the first main edge features in a spectrum. This diminishes the effects of i) these inaccuracies in σ at (k) determination and ii) the MRO-and MS-terms on the accuracy of structural parameters [1] .
The next step was the comparison of X-ray diffraction (XRD) data with the structural parameters that were determined via the FT analyses of Al and Si K-edge XANES in a number of reference compounds. (zeolite Beta), since they have no evidence of compositional disorder of the absorbing atom. The χ(k) was extracted from the experimental spectra by χ(k) = σ exper (k)/σ at (k) -1 and the FT of χ(k) was performed with the k min values as described above. The fit of the contribution of neighboring atoms in F(R) was performed by Feffit [6] using a single-shell model with three parameters: R, S 0 2 -reduction factor for intrinsic losses [3] and the Debye-Waller (DW) parameter σ 2 , assuming N and E MT are known. The fit was performed by HF scattering amplitudes calculated at R Al-O = 1.87 Å and at R Si-O = 1.65 Å. For amorphous and disordered materials it was observed [1, 2] that the FT analysis of the XANES yielded inaccuracies in R of ± 0.005 Å (~ 1%) and in N of ~ 5 % if the MROand MS-terms are negligible by choosing the proper k min . The validation of the last statement is provided by the agreement of |F(R)| and ImF(R) over the wide Rrange [1] . Therefore, the agreement of the Al-O and Si-O distances with their XRD-values within ± 0.005 Å are physically reasonable [3, 7] . The boundaries and values for other determined parameters were 0.005 ≤ σ 2 ≤ 0.0055 Å 2 at room temperature and S 0 2 ~ 0.7 can be considered as the test for the goodness of the determined σ at (k) functions.
Si K-EDGE XANES STUDY OF ZEOLITE BETA
The experimental Si K-edge XANES of zeolite Beta with Si/Al=100 is presented in Figure 1a . The negligible content of aluminum enables comparison to the available XRD data for Beta-Zeolite [8] . Reproduction of this spectrum by SELCOMP [9] and FEFF8 [10] codes using different exchange-correlation potentials, varying the cluster sizes, and changing the potential self-consistency, the damping factors, and the overlapping of the neighboring MT-spheres unambiguously indicated that the main source of the strong disagreement with the experiment is the MTapproximation. To diminish these inaccuracies, the theoretically determined σ at (k) was replaced in (1) by the experimentally extracted one. The resulting mixed experimental -theoretical Si K-XANES spectrum is presented in Figure 1a and shows a reasonable agreement with the experimental spectrum. The main discrepancies are the width and the magnitude of peak A. Therefore, one can conclude that the effect of MTinaccuracies on the calculated χ(k) in zeolite Beta is not so strong at energies >1855 eV which permits to study the changes in the Si environment in samples with higher aluminum contents by analyzing the relative changes in χ(k) simulated for alternative structural models. Figure 1b compares the χ(k) of zeolites Beta with Si/Al=100 and 12. To reveal the relation of the changes in χ(k) with the changes in the local Si structure, two complementary approaches were used: 1) χ(k) were simulated for various models of the local Si structure and 2) FT-analysis of χ(k) for samples with Si/Al=100 and 12 [11] . σ(arb. units) FIGURE 1. Si K-XANES in Beta-zeolite: a -experimental (curve 1) and theoretical (curve 2) spectra for (Si/Al=100); b -χ(k) of experimental spectra for Si/Al=100 (solid curve) and Si/Al=12 (dotted curve).
According to the structure of zeolite Beta [8] , an increase of aluminum content to Si/Al=12 results in the appearance of ~1-2 aluminum atoms on T-sites within the cluster of ~70 atoms. This number of atoms is required to reproduce the Si K-edge XANES. The Si replacement by Al is complicated, because the Al-O bonds are ~0.1 Å longer than the Si-O ones, which results in a reconstruction of the Si local environment. The following changes in the structure of zeolite Beta (Si/Al=100) were performed to model the structure of zeolite Beta with Si/Al=12: 1) replacement of various Si-atoms by Al, accompanied by the increase of corresponding Al-O distances to 1.72 Å; 2) making additional displacements of ~0.2 Å for the aluminum oxide tetrahedron that are neighbors to the absorbing Si. The simulations were performed assuming that the SiO 4 -tetrahedron for the absorbing Si-atom is rigid or distorted. A distortion according to a (3+1)-model with three oxygen atoms at normal R Si-O =1.615 and one oxygen at the shortened R Si-O = 1.550 Å provided by the FT-analysis [11] was assumed. The shortening of the Si-O distance in the Si-O-Al chain is confirmed by theoretical calculated structural parameters: i) comparing the change of Si-O distance in Si-OH-Al chains between FAU with Si/Al=47 and HZSM-5 with Si/Al=11 [12] and ii) comparing the distance Si-O = 1.621 Ǻ in Si-O-Si chains with the distance Si-O = 1.582 Ǻ in Si-O-Al chains for H-FER obtained in [13] .
None of the changes mentioned above affect the energies E>1885 eV or k>4.0 Å in agreement with the experimental curves of Figure 1b . Assuming a rigid silicon oxide tetrahdron, the replacement of Si by Al in the first neighboring T-sites effects the B-feature has a small effect on the left shoulder of peak C. These changes in χ are seen only at k<3.25 A -1 . The replacement of Si by Al among the second neighboring T-sites (at R Si-T ~ 4.5 Å) can be seen in the B-features region. Differences in χ(k) at the right shoulder of peak C (3.25 < k <4.0 A -1 ) appear only when assuming that the SiO 4 -tetrahedron for the absorbing Si-atom in Beta-Zeolite (Si/Al=12) is distorted.
